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Introduction 
 
In his brilliant book, HOW NOW SHALL WE LIVE, Charles Colson issues a word of tremendous 
encouragement that helps sum up the import of the Book of Revelation.  Colson writes: “After 
two thousand years, the birth of the Son of God still remains the defining moment of history.  
Jesus founded a church that could not be destroyed – not by the deaths of his followers in the 
Coliseum, not by barbarian hordes or mighty Turkish emperors, not by modern tyrants or the 
power of sophisticated ideologies.  After two thousand years, we can affirm that that Jesus 
Christ is indeed the same yesterday, today, and forever.  This alone should make [the era in 
which we live] a time when Christians boldly and confidently recommit to engaging 
contemporary culture with a new vision of hope.” 
 
“Americans have achieved what modernism presented as life’s great shining purpose: individual 
autonomy, the right to do what one chooses.  Yet this has not produced the promised freedom; 
instead, it has led to the loss of community and civility, to kids shooting kids in schoolyards, to 
citizens huddling in gated communities for protection.  We have discovered that we cannot live 
with the chaos that inevitably results from choice divorced from morality.  As a result, 
Americans are groping for something that will restore the shattered bonds of family and 
community, something that will make sense of life… We [in the church] must show the world 
that Christianity is more than a private belief, more than personal salvation.  We must show 
that it is a comprehensive life system that answers all of humanity’s age-old questions: Where 
did I come from?  Why am I here?  Where am I going?  Does life have any meaning and 
purpose?” 
 
It is toward some reflection on those great questions and our calling that our study of the last 
chapter of Revelation will be aimed today.  With that in mind, I invite you to turn with me to 
God’s Word… 

I 
 
Not far from the sparkling waters of the English Channel there sits a lovely cottage, shaded by 
tall trees, and surrounded by a verdant lawn and garden. Few occupations brought the resident 
of that home more pleasure than to take a cup of tea and stroll along the property’s winding 
pathways on a misty morning or sunny afternoon. Those walks took Mimi far from the grime of 
the inner city streets that had been her world for most of her life. The banks of colorful flowers 
and open vistas she now enjoyed were so very different from the dull walls of that run-down 
apartment that was once her home. The fresh breeze and blue sky above were nothing like the 
smoke-stained air of the industrial city that, for so many years, had been the only life she knew. 
 
As a girl, Mimi had dreamed of one day living in a paradise like this. That dream, however, had 
dissolved into little more than a nagging ache by the time she was a young woman, straining to 
scratch out a living in the urban desert of 1950’s Liverpool. When the ache for something more 
rose within her, Mimi stuffed it down and channeled her passion into nurturing the orphaned 
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nephew who had come to live with her when he was just a boy. “You won’t always have to live 
like this, I promise you, Auntie,” the mop-headed child sometimes said.  “Oh, sure, John,” she’d 
reply. She was certain that it was only a matter of time before his imagination got crushed like 
one of those flowers or saplings that sometimes sought to grow up through the cracks in the 
sidewalk outside her home. Like hers, his dreams would only be ground underfoot in the end. 
 
But now, here she was, surrounded by flowers and trees. The sunlight, filtering through the 
branches above, made the leafy canopy look like stained glass and dappled the lawn below like 
the radiant nave of a great sanctuary.  Strolling across a thick carpet of grass, Mimi opened a 
door and entered the house. She stopped in front of the fireplace, as she’d done so often in 
recent years, and smiled again at the plaque mounted above the mantelpiece. On it were 
inscribed the words she had so often said to the boy who lived in her apartment, the boy with 
the persistent imagination, the son who’d built for her this garden home. The plaque read: 
“Playing the guitar’s all very well and good [John Lennon] but you’ll never make a living doing 
it.” 
 

II 
 
It’s wonderful when someone has a dream that won’t die, no matter how many people or 
pressures seek to oppose or crush it. It is even more wonderful when that vision is one that 
wants to bless others by its fulfillment. Have you got a dream like that?  I’m not talking about 
the dream that some of us may have of getting into a good school or being a success in our 
vocation or achieving financial security.  I don’t mean the vision some of us carry of mastering a 
particular skill or shedding those unwanted pounds.  I’m not even thinking of that ambition to 
see our kids grow up healthy or of retiring in the sun one day, as worthy as all of those 
aspirations are. When I say “dreams,” I’m referring to those even deeper longings beneath the 
surface of all those other kinds of visions. 
 
Mark Twain once observed that there are times when “You don’t know quite what it is you do 
want, but it just fairly makes your heart ache you want it so.”1  As I’ve shared with some of you 
at other times, I believe that if we could put words to that ache we would find ourselves 
describing five fundamental longings that unite us with every other person who has ever lived 
or will live. 
 
There is, first of all, within all of us a profound longing for intimacy.  It is the desire to love and 
be loved, to know and be known by others at the deepest level and to find there not judgment 
and rejection but acceptance and embrace. We spend our whole lives reaching for that kind of 
relationship. We do so instinctively knowing that a caring connection like that would provide the 
kind of true companionship and comfort that would make the ups of life sweeter and the downs 
of life survivable.  
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We are united, secondly, by a longing for irrigation.  From the time we are nursing infants, each 
us of is moved by a deep desire to soak up whatever resources will enable us not just to survive 
but to thrive, to become fuller in frame and fiber, to grow a richer kind of character and 
capacity for conduct. We spend our days reading and watching, listening and learning, all in the 
hope that by drinking in the right expertise and experiences we’ll be able to better discern 
priorities, and deal with problems, and develop skills that will help us make the most of this 
single go-round we have in life. 
 
Alongside this striving after intimacy and irrigation there is a longing for influence that links us 
too. To put it succinctly, we want to give a gift that matters. We want don’t merely want to 
draw a paycheck; we want to add genuine value to our workplace.  We don’t simply wish to go 
through the motions of domestic life; we want to be a blessing to our families.  We Whether it 
is with our friends or the society around us, we are driven by a desire to offer something from 
the depths of who we are that will make whatever circle we enter better than if we had not 
been there. 
  
But it is not enough for us to do this here and now. We instinctively want to give gifts that will 
keep on giving, to leave a legacy, to sow a seed that continues on even after we have departed 
this earth. This is the longing for immortality native to every human being. It is behind every 
effort to write the great novel or build the big business. It is there in the soul of those who 
work to spawn a family or shape an enduring institution. Whether we think of ourselves as 
religious or not, every one of us wants some part of eternal life. 
 
Finally, I believe that within us all there lies a longing for illumination. At its core, it is that 
desire so simply captured by the late Charles Schulz when he pictured that beloved character, 
Snoopy, dancing with his head thrown back in the warm light of the sun. All of us want to be 
like that, don’t we?  We want our lives to be a dance of gratitude not a dirge of grief and 
grumbling. We want to sing a song of joy not spend our days sulking or sighing. We long to be 
people who frequently lift their heads, rise on their toes, and celebrate the sheer wonder of 
life’s light.  
 

III 
 
Can you find any echo of these yearnings in you?  Some of us may be so anaesthetized by the 
hurry, worry, or slurry of modern life that we are hardly aware of the ache of our souls. For 
others of us, these longings may well be a dominating and daily throb. But in either case or in-
between, where these yearnings are not met in the best way possible, life becomes something 
of the desert that Mimi experienced in her earlier existence. But where they are met in the best 
way, in God’s way, life can become the garden for which we were made. 
 
I said, “for which we were made.”  That is a religious confession, of course.  It has been the 
conviction of the Christian Church throughout the ages that this ache is not accidental – the 
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product of the random interaction of brain chemicals.  It is not incidental – as if these yearnings 
can be swept aside.  This ache is foundational. We yearn for the fulfillment of these longings 
because we were made to have them fulfilled. At the root of the human person, embedded in 
the very code of our existence, I believe, is a collective (if sometimes unconscious) memory of a 
time when that ache found its perfect answer in God’s presence and providence.  
 
The first book of the Bible teaches that there was a time when human beings dwelled in perfect 
intimacy with absolute Love itself and in that Love’s company were able to walk naked and 
unashamed. There was a season when human life enjoyed a steady irrigation by the resources 
of God that gave them all that was necessary for the development of every aspect of character 
and conduct essential to a truly abundant existence. Fortified in this way, human beings exerted 
a majestic, wise, and creative influence upon one another and the world around them, a 
gracious dominion.  They knew immortality of body and a constant illumination of soul. Life, in 
short, was a garden. 
 
It is not so much so any more. The Bible says that human beings turned against their Creator 
and sought to fulfill their longings by other means.  As a result, lasting intimacy has increasingly 
been traded for momentary ecstasy; millions live economically flush but spiritually parched 
existences; children pursue influence with guns and those who could do the most good seek the 
good life instead of a life that is good; immortality has been reduced to a matter of cryogenics 
or getting one’s handprints in the concrete walk of fleeting fame; and many of the allegedly 
most illumined souls live today with little gratitude or joy.  
 
By grace, it is not this way everywhere; and, by grace, one day it will be this way nowhere.  For 
God has a dream that won’t die, that cannot be crushed, and a much greater John than the one 
with which I began has given us the capacity to see it.  The last book of the Bible tells us that 
there will come a time when intimacy with God and between people will be perfectly restored. 
They will see his face and his name will be upon their very nature, renewing all their 
relationships. The River of Life --that is, God’s life -- will not just run in a tiny trickle here in 
that church or there in that missionary’s life or over there in that moment of spirituality.  There 
will come a day when God’s Spirit will flow like a mighty river through the center of human 
culture, irrigating it again, bringing forth every good fruit, and healing the wounds of the 
nations. 
 
No longer will men and women be cursed by confusion as to what their influence is meant to 
be used for. For the throne of God  will be in the city, and his servants will serve God’s 
purposes with all of their gifts. Immortality will not be a fantasy but  the norm, for His servants 
will live forever and ever. Illumination will be everywhere, for there will be no more night. 
They will not need the light of a lamp or the light of the sun, for the Lord God will 
give them light. Basking in the light of God’s Son, life will be one great song of thanksgiving 
and dance of joy. 
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Until that day comes, however, you and I are called to live – the Church of Jesus Christ is called 
to live -- working to see that our life together and our witness in the world depicts something of 
Eden restored.  You see, there are a lot of people out there who are still thinking, “Being a 
Christian is all well and good, friend, but you’ll never make much difference by being one.”  
Wouldn’t it be wonderful if we could help give them the sort of wonderful surprise Mimi got in 
the end.  More of how we do that is what we’ll begin exploring next week as we return to God’s 
Word. 
 
Please pray with me… 
 
                                                 
1 Donald McCullough, Waking From The American Dream, p. 11. 
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